A NOVEL METHOD FOR FUZZY BAG-OF-WORDS BASED ON
WORD CLUSTERS
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ABSTRACT:
One key issue in text mining and language process (NLP) is the way to effectively
represent documents mistreatment numerical vectors. One classical model is that the Bag-ofWords (BoW). In a very BoW-based vector illustration of a document, every component denotes
the normalized variety of prevalence of a basis term within the document. To count the amount
of prevalence of a basis term, BoW conducts actual word matching, which might be considered a
tough mapping from words to the premise term. BoW illustration suffers from its intrinsic
extreme spareness, high spatiality, and inability to capture high-level linguistics meanings behind
text knowledge. To deal with the on top of problems, we have a tendency to propose a brand new
document illustration methodology named Fuzzy Bag-of-Words (FBoW) during this project.
Fuzzy Bag-of-Words model uses basis words for representation and clusters are formed as
cluster-item pairs. Document representation is done by using this clusters. Since word semantic
matching instead of exact word string matching is used, the FBoW could encode more semantics
into the numerical representation. In addition, we propose to use word clusters instead of individual
words as basis terms and develop Fuzzy Bag-of-WordClusters (FBoWC) models.

INTRODUCTION:
As the net grows, an outsized range
of text data is currently out there within
the kind of machine readable electronic
documents. The method of Automatic data
Retrieval so got abundant importance in
recent years because of the exponential
growth of the amount of documents in
digital kind. Text classification or Text
categorization is that the method to reason
the digital documents into individual
classes that describe the contents of the
documents. Every document will belong to
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1 or a lot of clusters supported by their
contents. The Preprocessing step is
followed by a Text classification rule in a
very Text Categorization method. Feature
extraction and have choice area unit the 2
main steps of Preprocessing. In Feature
extraction, tokenization, stop word
removal and stemming area unit carried. In
Feature choice, the term coefficient
strategies area unit administrated to search
out the foremost relevant data from a
collection of documents. For text
classification, there area unit completely
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different algorithms. K nearest neighbor is
one amongst the foremost economical and
straightforward classification algorithms
used for text classification. used. In this
paper, we propose fuzzy BoW models to
learn more dense and robust document
representations encoding more semantics.
To overcome the limitations of the
original BoW model, we propose to
replace the original hard mapping by a
fuzzy
mapping,
and
develop
the FuzzyBoW (FBoW) model.
RELATED WORK:
The planned model is fuzzy
bag of words model which may be
terribly helpful in classification by
reducing the additional effort.
exploitation fuzzy bag of words the
classified words ar keep within the
bag which is able to be utilized in
classification. There ar several
measures to implement fuzzy bag of
words model. this could be free from
meagerness, high spatial property,
and inability of capturing the
linguistics meanings of the text. to
create this linguistics matching of
words ar replaced the word to word
actual matching by linguistics
matching as this can be additional
outstanding. The fuzzy bag of words
may inscribe additional linguistics
into the numerical illustration. during
this we tend to mentioned regarding
K-Nearest neighbor as this has it's
own importance in forming the
clusters, thus by exploitation KNN
with fuzzy bag of words will offer the
most effective results with within the
limit.TF-idf is employed to come up
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with the candidate keys and people ar
employed by knn with fuzzy bag of
words to categorise the document
consequently to accumulate highest
classification accuracies.
EXISTING SYSTEM:
In topic models as well as
probabilistic
latent
linguistics
analysis
and
latent
Dirichlet
allocation, chance distributions ar
introduced to explain words and also
the generation method of every word
during a document. the idea behind
the subject model is that word
selection during a document are
influenced by the subject of the
document probabilistically. However,
in these models, the derived latent
dimension
lacks
linguistics
interpretation. for instance, LSA
regards a latent dimension as a linear
combination of all original terms
within the vocabulary, that is counterintuitive as a result of solely alittle a
part of the vocabulary has relevancy
to a precise topic. Besides, these 2
approaches each utilize the word
incidence of documents to perform
spatial property reduction. However,
the incidence statistics might not be
ready to capture actuality linguistics
data underlying a document.
PROPOSED SYSTEM:
Totally different from BoW
model and BoW-enhanced models
like LSA and topic models that use
actual word matching and arduous
mapping, our planned FBoW and
FBoWC models adopt linguistics
matching and fuzzy mapping to
project the words occurred in
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documents to the fundamental terms.
In our planned fuzzy BoW models,
linguistics similarity between words
are based on clusters. It's believed
that the captured similarity data is
additional correct and general than
that extracted from word incidence
statistics underlying a document in
previous BoW-based approaches.
Besides, our planned fuzzy BoW
models also can be utilized in
conjunction
with
the
LSA
methodology to cut back the spatial
property of the FBoW illustration.
The text knowledge or data is taken
as cluster-item pair where the
semantics of the text is taken into
account. Semantically similar words
are keep together in a cluster that is
served as the basic word to search
documents. Based on the cluster
name all the similar words are
retrieved and presented. Every item is
a hyperlink that generates some
URLs that leads to a web page.
ARCHITECTURE:

Fig. Process diagram
ALGORITHM:
Here we have a tendency to area
unit mistreatment Bag of words and Fuzzy
Bag of Words for document classification,
algorithmic program for Bag of Words: it's
employed in order to perform the term
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frequency of a document.
Bag of Words:
Bag of words ignores descriptive
linguistics and arrangement of words. Here
we have a tendency to begin with 2
documents that is thought as corpus. a
listing is formed supported the distinctive
words within the corpus. Here we are
going to use count Vectors to form vectors
from the corpus. It counts the term
frequency supported the documents. so
Bag of Words is enforced.
Fuzzy Bag of Words:
FBOW is additionally called vector
house model. Here a sentence is pictured
as a multi set of words with none priority
of descriptive linguistics. it's conjointly
used for pc vision. every part here
represents variety supported the frequency
of the term, bag of words is exactly
matched however the linguistics that
means behind the information is captured
because of extreme spareness and high
dimension. FBOW is employed for
primarily document illustration, image
classification.
RESULTS:

Fig. Admin Login Page
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Fig. Add Data Page

Fig. View Dataset Page

Fig. User Login Page

Fig. Search Results Page

Fig. Search Results Page.
Fig. Registration Page
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Fig. Search Results Page
CONCLUSION
AND
FUTURE
ENHANCEMENT:
In this paper, we have proposed
Fuzzy
Bag-of-Words
models
including FBoW and FBoWC to address
issues of sparsity and lack of high-level
semantics of BoW representation. Word
embeddings are utilized to measure
semantic similarity among words and
construct fuzzy membership functions
of basis terms in BoW space over words in
the task-specific corpus. Since word2vec
embeddings can be trained over billions of
words, word embeddings adopted in our
methods are able to capture high-quality
and meaningful semantic information that
are not contained by the task-specific
corpus alone. To determine basis terms in
BoW space, FBoWC utilizes
word
clusters, while FBoW directly regards high
term-frequencies
words
as
original BoW does. The adoption of word
clusters in FBoWC can reduce feature
redundancy
and
improve
feature
discrimination. Three different measures
have been designed to evaluate similarity
between clusters and words, and three
corresponding variants of FBoWC models
as FBoWCmean
,
FBoWCmax and FBoWCmin have been
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developed. The performance of our
approaches has been experimentally
verified through seven multi-class
document categorization tasks. As a next
step work, document structure or word
order information will be considered in
document representation learning. In
addition, the effects of multi-sense word
embeddings and different term weighting
schemes will be explored in future.
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